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Advanced Quantum Mechanics - PH 402

Answer ALL questions.
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1. (a) If the momentum and position operators in one-dimension are

given by
^ ._a. p: -Uh Ar, and i : r,

find the value of the commutators [6,p], li,P') and li',Pl

Explain why it is nci possible to measure simultaneously the
energy and the position of a free particle.

(b) The wave function of a particle executing linear harmonic motion
in the lowest eigenstate is given by

/ a2\i o2*2{(r): (.;i
Show that the uncertainties in position and momentum of the

Particle are 
A- : 1 6r: !-AL - ,rn o, ^u - ,f;,,

such that
LrLn:f,

The values of the following integrals are given:

f* "-"'" d,: \f #, , I:,2"-a2r2 
4* : #rl#



2. Particles of mass n'L are rnoving with velocity u along the positive di-

rection in the x-axis and encounter a potential barrier defined by

v(") -'0
V(r) : Vs

V("):0

r(0
0<r<a
r>0,

(i) Determine the transmission coefficient ? for the cases

(u)Vo > I'm,'u2 and (c) Yo . i*r'
(ii) Show that there is a discrete set of energies for which the bar-

rier is completely transparent and obtain an expression for these

energies.

(iii) Show that the mini:num velocity u*in for which the barrier wili
be completeiy transparent as

'umin:

3. If. L,,^La, L" ur"the components of the angular momentum vector oper-

ator L,show that lL,, Lr': : i,frL",lL* L"1 : ih'L*, and fi,, L,1 : I'frLo.

Hence show that li', L,i : lL' , Lol : [L' , L"1: 0. What can you infer
form the above for the nieasurement of 

.angular 
momentum.

If we define the ladder cperates ia and i- us L* : i', * i,Lo th"n
sirow that

(i) iri+ : i'- i2+ni,
$\ lL",L*l: *hLt
(iii) [ir, i*] : o

Using the above relaticrs show that if b is an eigen value of L" 
"otre'

sponding to an eigen function {', then (l + n) is also an eigen value of
l, corresponding to the eigen function Latlt.
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4. Write down the matrix representation of L', Ly and L2 for I : 1 using

the relations

(t,m'lL,lt,m) : n;n1*,,*

(l,m'lLalt,m) : frilU + L) - m(m * !)jt6,,',,**,

obtain the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of trr.

A particle in pstate is represented by the state vector

Calculate the probability that a meaaurement of -L, will yield the value

h. What are the expectation values of. L,,'L, and L2?

5. Write down the shrodinger equation for a hydrogen like atom in a state

of. zero orbital angular momentum. The normalized wave function of
the ground state of a hydrogen like atom with nuclear charge Ze,has
the form

u(r): AerP(-Br)

where ,4 and B are constant and r is the distance between the electron

and the nucleus. Show the following for the ground state of the atom.

n3
(a\ A2:L\/ 

7r

Z 4tres1t2
(b) B : 1, where ao: ------;

0'g Tftee'

(c) the energy is E : - 22 Eo,where En : nnZ 
I !-1'v !u _ 

2h2 lLnes)

(d) the expectation value of , i, ff
The following information may be useful

foot-(i) | r"e-idr : nlan*L where n is a positive integer
Jo

(ii) v2:i*("'#) .#*(''",#) +F#, ffi)

{,-*(i)



6. Outline the perturbation theory applicable for the stationary state
problems and deduce expressions for the first order perturbation cor-

rections when the energy levgls of the unperturbed state are non-

degenerate

Consider a particle of mass rn bound by the simple harmonic oscillator
potential V(r) : f,mw2r2 is in its ground state. A weak perturbation
V1(r) : Cra rsnow adds to this potential. Calculate the first order shift
for the ground state wave function for this simple harmonic oscillator
given by

/rna\i / mar2\
4;o:\n7) "*r\- * )

You may assume that

raerp(-ar')d*:
gfn
a',la


